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Whack N Win is rolling out in a BIG way! 

Have you been patiently waiting to bring your location the top new, highest earning redemption game of 
2014?!? The wait is over; look no further than ICE’s latest release, Whack N Win! Staying true to their 
skill game roots, Whack N Win has quickly cruised to the top of every earnings chart with its intuitive 
and challenging game play designed for kids and adults of all ages.  

Whack N Win takes the intrinsic and entertaining features of the classic hammer game that everyone 
knows, while incorporating a patented sensor pad that challenges players to skillfully gauge their hit to 
land in the Bonus Zone. If the player WHACKS it too hard or soft, the intuitive software pokes fun and 
heckles the player, all while coaching them to improve their skill along the way. 

“Whack N Win may be the highest earning single player game ICE has ever made!”  Exclaimed Joe 
Coppola, VP of Sales for the Buffalo, New York based manufacturer. “Until now, we have not seen a one 
player game that has been able to consistently outperform the other top earning redemption games in the 
market.  Obviously games like Big Bass Wheel, Monster Drop, and Treasure Quest --- all fantastic games, 
have been top earners for a couple years.  Now Whack N Win has entered that realm and the earnings 
have been simply outrageous!”  

Coppola continued, “Players flock to Whack N Win, and once they play, they do not want to get off it! 
Every player is a winner but it takes some real practice to hit the big bonus. Luckily we are working on a 
Deluxe Marquee that will showcase two Whack N Win’s side by side to help that great problem locations 
are having as players line up for their shot at the big Super Bonus.” 

Featuring a hand sculpted barrel that houses the sensor pad, hundreds of LED’s that run up and down the 
score tow and a vacuum formed marquee. Whack N Win is going to be one of your top earning games for 
years! Whack N Win is available in two sizes to accommodate most locations. Both the 9’ and 11’ 1” 
measure 48” long and 50.5” wide, while measuring 108” and 133” tall respectively.  Players will NOT 
miss this HUGE attraction in any location! 

Do not be left out this summer! Be sure to call ICE at 716 – 759 – 0370, email play@icegame.com or call 
your authorized ICE Distributor.  Be sure to check out ICE’s awesome array of coin operated amusement 
games and attractions at  www.icegame.com and find us on Facebook @ICECOINOP. 
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